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The state of physical, spiritual and social well-being, which is 
part of the concept of "health", is closely related to the ability 
to participate, as a member of society, in pro-social behavior, 
help others and, in turn, receive help and support from them. 
The terms "prosocial" and "helping behavior" (HB) are usually 

defined as voluntary actions in response to the needs of others 
and aimed at their benefit [1]. Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) 
severely handicap the ability to adequately engage in social 
interaction  [2–4]. This manifestation of the said disorders forms 
one of the barriers faced by children with ASD on the way to 
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FEATURES OF REACTIVITY OF THE EEG MU RHYTHM IN CHILDREN WITH AUTISM SPECTRUM 
DISORDERS IN HELPING BEHAVIOR SITUATIONS

One of the subjects being discussed by the professional community currently is the role possibly played by the mirror neuron system (MNS) in the violation of social 

behavior of children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). The MNS is known to shape the perception of emotions of others and understanding and imitation of 

their actions. Mu rhythm desynchronization in EEG is considered to be the indicator of the MNS activation. The purpose of this study was to identify the features 

of reactivity of the EEG mu rhythm within an individually determined frequency range in preschoolers with ASD in situations requiring instrumental, emotional and 

altruistic helping behavior (HB). The study involved children 4–7 years old with ASD (n = 26) and their normally developing peers without the condition (n = 37). 

Although in most cases, HB was more pronounced in the group of normally developing children, the differences between the groups are significant only for altruistic 

HP (p < 0.01), and for the situation requiring complex altruistic and emotional HP it approaches significance (p = 0.09). Evaluation of the mu rhythm reactivity 

indices showed that the tasks invoking complex altruistic and emotional HB bring this indicator down significantly in children with ASD compared to the group of 

normally developing participants, as shown by the central leads of the left and right hemispheres and the parietal lead of the right hemisphere (C3: p = 0.02 ; C4: 

p = 0.03; P4: p = 0.03). It is assumed that the detected features stem from the impaired functioning of the MNS and the downstream regulation to the MNS from 

prefrontal cortex and other areas of the neocortex. The data obtained can be used in development of EEG biofeedback training protocols for children with ASD.
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becoming a fully-fledged member of the society. Therefore, 
analysis of the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms 
is an urgent task. Currently, there is a number of ASD cause 
hypotheses being discussed. One of them points to the 
abnormalities in pruning of synaptic terminals peculiar to the 
people with ASD, which makes the number of axons and 
synapses atypical. As a result, the quantity of local connections 
within the microareas of the cerebral cortex is excessive, 
while functional interaction with remote regions, such as the 
frontal and parietal areas of the neocortex, is insufficient, which 
is confirmed by the EEG rhythms coherence analysis [5]. 
According to another hypothesis, it is the functional deficiency 
of the nicotinic branch of the cholinergic modulating system 
that disbalances excitation and inhibition, hinders attention 
switching and modulation of sensitivity to stimuli of various 
modalities in children with ASD [6]. Another hypothesis appeared 
about twenty years ago. It was assumed that ASD disturbs 
functioning of the mirror neuron system (MNS), which is involved 
in the perception of the emotions of others, understanding their 
actions and imitating them. Neocortical regions bilateral in the 
inferior parietal lobe and ventral premotor cortex are the core of 
the MNS in a human brain [7–9]. In the context of studying the 
features of development of prosocial behavior in children with 
ASD, it is especially important to investigate the last hypothesis, 
since helping others requires understanding of the goals of their 
actions, perception of emotions and evaluation of their mental 
states, as well as adoption of certain methods of HB [10]. 

According to some data, desynchronization (suppression) 
of the sensorimotor mu rhythm (a kind of α-activity) indicates 
activation of the MNS [8, 10, 11]; it is most pronounced over 
the central areas of the cortex. Therefore, it is possible to study 
the features of MNS functioning, including in children with ASD, 
with the help of EEG. Authors of one of the first works in this 
field found that, unlike the normal group subjects, adults and 
children with ASD did not have their mu rhythm suppressed 
when watching videos of biological movements (hand 
movements) [12]. Based on these results, they formulated the 
broken mirror hypothesis. 

A number of later studies that analyzed EEG of the subjects 
that were shown such movements did not reveal differences in 
mu rhythm modulation in people with ASD and normal group 
individuals [13–15]. However, a study that used recordings 
of emotionally colored social movements and movements 
of inanimate objects as stimuli has registered a significantly 
stronger reaction (mu rhythm desynchronization) thereto in 
typically developing children aged 7–15 years, while their 
peers with ASD did not react, i.e. there were no differences 
in desynchronization of the mu rhythm upon presentation of 
these stimuli [16]. Performing a task that required recognition of 
instruments and pantomiming actions therewith, children with 
ASD (ages 8–13) have shown a decrease in the mu rhythm 
modulation power compared with children of the normal 
group [17]. We have also revealed differences in reactivity 
of EEG-registered sensorimotor rhythms between 5–10-year 
old children with ASD and their normally developing peers in 
situations of observation, imitation and auditory perception 
of movements of a hand holding a computer mouse. In the 
control group, we registered desynchronization of mu and beta 
rhythms when the participants were imitating movements and 
perceiving shifts of the mouse by hear, while in children with 
ASD, such a reaction in a similar situation was either absent or 
the mu rhythm synchronized [18].

The analysis of such contradictions has changed the 
"broken mirror hypothesis" and translated into an integrated 
model of social modulation of MNS reactions from other areas 

of the neocortex. The model suggests that mirror neurons 
process the visuomotor properties of the actions observed, 
while the medial prefrontal cortex controls the activity of the 
MNS depending on the social significance and context of the 
situation. The symptoms of the ASD manifest because of the 
abnormalities in the downward regulation of the MNS and not 
within this system. As a result, the MNS' reaction to simple 
movements does not differ in people with ASD and neurotypical 
individuals. However, complex actions, emotionally colored and 
social stimuli are often processed inadequately [8, 19, 20]. 
The model enabled development of training routines using 
biofeedback (BFB) by EEG, which proved effective to a degree 
in correcting manifestations of the ASD [21]. The routines are 
based on computer games and include tasks designed to 
trigger synchronization and desynchronization of the mu rhythm 
depending on the game context, which enables restructuring of 
connections between the core of the MNS and other areas of 
the neocortex. 

Previous studies have shown that children with ASD can 
exhibit prosocial behavior in response to the needs of others, 
although to a lesser extent than their normally developing peers 
[22]. They engage in HB when situations require: instrumental 
helping, i.e. assisting others in executing a purposeful action; 
empathic help (comforting), which involves response to the 
emotional needs of another person and verbal or physical 
support of comforting nature; altruistic help, when children 
share resources if another person lacks them. To the best of 
our knowledge, the reactivity of EEG-registered mu rhythm 
associated with HB demonstrated by children with ASD was not 
measured and compared to the similar indicator in their healthy 
peers previously. Such a study would clarify the possible effect 
MNS dysfunction has on the organization of complex prosocial 
behavior in children with autism, and could also help develop 
new corrective methods involving EEG biofeedback sessions 
for children with ASD. Since the degree of desynchronization 
of the mu rhythm can be assessed incorrectly because of the 
partial superposition of the occipital alpha rhythm, the frequency 
of which is adjacent [10], it is advisable to identify individual mu 
rhythm range when the child makes independent movements. 
In this connection, the purpose of our study was to identify the 
features of EEG reactivity in the individual mu rhythm frequency 
range in preschoolers with ASD in situations requiring rendering 
of various types of assistance to another person. 

METHODS 

Sample characteristics

The study was carried out at the Scientific Equipment Shared 
Use Center "Experimental Physiology and Biophysics" of 
Vernandsky Crimean Federal University. It involved 64 right-
handed children aged 4–7 years (mean age 5.7 ± 1.2 years), 
including 26 children with ASD (20 boys and 6 girls) and 38 
typically developing children (the comparison group, 21 boys 
and 17 girls). Age-wise distribution of children with ASD was as 
follows: 4 years old — 6 people, 5 years old — 6 people, 6 years 
old — 8 people, 7 years old — 6 people. Similar distribution in 
the comparison group: 4 years old — 10, 5 years old — 8, 6 years 
old — 10, 7 years old — 10 people. The age distribution of 
children with ASD and normally developing children in these 
groups was similar. There were no significant differences in the 
mean age of all children with ASD and normally developing 
children (5.9 ± 1.2 and 5.5 ± 1.2, respectively, p = 0.17). 
The ASD group included children diagnosed with "childhood 
autism" (F84.0 in ICD-10) or "autism spectrum disorder with 
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Fig. 1. Reactivity indices (RI) of the EEG-registered mu rhythm in typically developing children (A; white columns) and children with ASD (B; red columns) in situations 
of helping behavior. 1 — IHB, 2 — EHB, 3 — AHB, 4 — AEHB. Mean values and standard errors of means are given. Differences in reactivity indices in children of two 
groups: * — p < 0.05 

А B

intellectual disability and functional language impairment" (6A02.3 
in ICD-11). The criteria for inclusion in comparison group were a 
sufficient level of cognitive development (IQ 90 to 120 scored in 
WPPSI and WISC variants of the Wechsler scale) and absence 
of chronic diseases of the nervous system. The inclusion criteria 
for both groups: normal levels of vision and hearing; preferred 
right-handedness.

Assessment of intensity of prosocial behavior 

Four experimental situations were designed to analyze the level 
of HB intensity. The switch to the next situation was made when 
the child has completed the task or if he/she did not provide 
assistance within 50 seconds. 

1. Instrumental helping behavior (IHB) task designed around 
the methods suggested by F.Warneken, M.Tomasello [23]. A 
box was placed on the table in front of the child; it had a small 
hole at the top, its side facing the child was open. Experimenter 
put a mug on the box, and, as if stirring tea in it, "accidentally" 
dropped the spoon into the hole on the top side of the box. The 
child was expected to help retrieve the spoon and give it to the 
experimenter. 

2. Empathic helping behavior (EHB) task employing the 
clipboard [24]. Experimenter, as if by accident, pressed his 
finger with a paper clip, exclaimed "Oh!" and demonstrated that 
he was in pain (made a sad face, rubbed his finger, sighed and 
groaned). The analyzed result was whether the child calmed 
the experimenter (touched his hand, voiced concern about him, 
asked the parent to help the experimenter etc.).

3. Altruistic helping behavior (AHB) task based on the 
"unequal treat" approach [22]. Experimenter took out two 
transparent containers, one for himself and one for the child, 
and said, "Look what I have." The experimenter's container was 
empty, and the child's had four cookies in it. In various ways, 
the experimenter showed that he did not have cookies while the 
child did; he made a sad face, extended his hand palm up in a 
demanding gesture. The registered outcome was whether the 
child shared the cookies or not.

4. A complex task triggering altruistic and empathic helping 
behavior (AEHB) [25]. First, the experimenter played with the 

child using two teddy bears, one of which had a paw held with 
a Velcro band. After several minutes of play, this paw fell off, 
and the experimenter made a sad face. Next, the signals that 
he needed help were becoming more and more obvious; for 
example, the experimenter said: "The paw fell off! I cannot play 
with my bear now!" The assessed result was the intensity of 
HB demonstrated by the child (simple calming, offering his toy).

The experiments were recorded with a camera. The intensity 
of HB was assessed on a 10-point scale based on the analysis 
of the recording and the criteria described earlier [22–25] (did 
the child offer help and how quickly, whether this required more 
and more insistent stimuli from the experimenter). 

EEG registration and analysis

We used the Neuron-Spectrum-5 electroencephalograph 
(Neurosoft; Russia) monopolarly from 19 leads, using the 
standard 10–20% pattern (reference from combined ear 
electrodes), the signal bandwidth of 0.5–30.0 Hz, sampling rate 
of 250 Hz. EEG and video recording of experimental situations 
were synchronized.

For the background situation, we registered EEG 
(50 seconds) when the participant's eyes were open and 
he/she was stably paying attention to the recording of a rotating 
ball. For the purpose of analysis of changes in the mu rhythm 
associated with prosocial behavior, we selected such spans 
(from all four experimental situations) when the child sat 
motionless, observed the actions of the adult and made 
a decision to provide assistance of this or that nature. The 
duration of such recordings depended on the time after which 
the child provided assistance and did not exceed 50 s.

We used WinEEG software (Mizar, Russia) to process the 
EEG data. The independent components analysis built into 
the program (with additional visual recording quality control 
interface) enabled removal of artifacts. The EEG of one 
child in the comparison group and seven children with ASD 
contained a large number of artifacts because the children 
moved excessively; these were excluded from further statistical 
processing. The artifact-free EEG segments were divided into 
2-second epochs. The segments were subjected to fast Fourier 

RIRI
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Table. Results of ANOVA of differences in the mu rhythm reactivity, children developing normally and children with ASD

Reactivity indices
GROUP LOCUS GROUP × LOCUS

F1.54 p η2 F8.432 p η2 F8.432 p η2

RI IHB 0.1 0.74 0.002 3.64 0.0004 0.06 0.93 0.49 0.02

RI EHB 0.95 0.33 0.02 1.43 0.18 0.03 0.71 0.68 0.01

RI AHB 0.09 0.77 0.002 1.52 0.15 0.03 1.47 0.17 0.03

RI AEHB 4.24 0.04 0.08 1.9 0.06 0.04 1.16 0.32 0.02

transformation with 4 second epochs and 50% epoch overlap. 
The μ-rhythm amplitudes were analyzed at nine loci: frontal 
(F3, Fz, F4), central (C3, Cz, C4), and parietal (P3, Pz, P4). 
These regions were chosen as areas of interest based on the 
literature data, which advise analyzing the mu rhythm in children 
not only in the central but also in the frontal and parietal regions 
[26]. The amplitude of the EEG-registered mu rhythm was 
calculated in the frequency ranges individual to each subject; 
these ranges were determined based on the analysis of 
differences in the EEG power spectra in the C3 lead when the 
child was motionless and when he/she performed movements 
(desynchronization reaction) [27]. 

Statistical data processing

We used STATISTICA 12.0 software (StatSoft Inc.; USA) to 
perform statistical analysis of the data obtained. To assess 
differences in the intensity of various elements of prosocial 
behavior, we used the Mann–Whitney U test. The features of 
EEG reactivity in children with ASD were identified through 
calculation of the reactivity indices (RI) for the mu rhythm, which 
was done using the formula RI = ln (B / A) [13], where B is 
the amplitude of the rhythm in the experimental situation and 
A is the amplitude of the rhythm in the background situation. 
Logarithming enabled normalization of distribution. The values 
of RI > 0 mark an increase in the rhythm's amplitude in the 
experimental situation compared to the background level 
(synchronization), and RI < 0 indicates a decrease in the 
amplitude of the rhythm (desynchronization). The differences in 
RI of the mu rhythm were assessed with the help of repeated 
measures ANOVA. We have also assessed the influence of 
GROUP, an external participant-related factor (two levels: 
children with ASD and the comparison group) and LOCUS, and 
internal participant-related factor (nine EEG leads) by the 2 × 9 
pattern. Linear contrasts were used to calculate significance 
of differences in the analyzed RI parameters relative to each 
of the nine EEG leads. Median and interquartile range allowed 
preparing description of distributions differing from the norm 
(prosocial behavior indicators). For the normal data distribution 
cases (logarithmic values of the RI), we used mean and standard 
error of the mean. The differences were considered statistically 
significant at p < 0.05, but because of the small sample size we 
also included "unshaped" differences, i.e. those already visible 
but not yet fully formed (p < 0.10).

Gender was not considered as an independent variable due 
to the predominance of male participants in the ASD group.  

RESULTS

The features of helping behavior indicators 
in children with ASD

The assessment of intensity of elements of prosocial behavior 
in the comparison group was as follows: the IHB indicator was 
7.5 (2; 10), the EHB was 1.5 (0; 3), the AHB was 6.0 (4; 10), the 

AEHB was 8, 5 (4; 10) points. In children with ASD, IHB was 9.0 
(1; 10), EHB — 0.0 (0; 3), AHB — 2.5 (0; 5), AEHB — 3.0 (0; 
10) points. Although in most cases, HB was more intense in the 
group of normally developing children, the differences between 
the groups were significant only for AHB situation (Z = 2.61, 
p < 0.01), and for the AEHB it approaches significance 
(Z = 1.65, p = 0.09).

Features of the EEG-registered reactivity in the mu rhythm 
frequency range in children with ASD 

The RI of the comparison group children in all experimental 
situations took negative values for central and parietal leads, 
which indicates EEG desynchronization in the mu rhythm range 
(Fig. 1A). In the frontal leads, the reactivity of the mu rhythm was 
insignificant. In children with ASD, the RI values in all analyzed 
leads took both positive and negative values, which indicates 
both desynchronization and synchronization of the EEG in the 
mu rhythm range (Fig. 1B). 

The results of ANOVA of differences in the mu rhythm 
reactivity in children with ASD and the comparison group indicate 
a statistically significant effect the GROUP factor has on the 
AEHB task (Table). In this experimental situation, comparison 
group children had decreasing amplitudes in all leads except for 
Fz, and in the ASD group the individual mu rhythm amplitude 
was increasing except for the Pz locus (Figure). The linear 
contrasts method allowed concluding that the differences in 
the mu rhythm's RI in the two groups of children reached the 
level of statistical significance in the central leads of left and 
right hemispheres, as well as in the parietal lead of the right 
hemisphere (C3: p = 0.02; C4: p = 0.03; P4: p = 0.03). There 
were significant differences found between the groups for the 
IHB, EHB and AEHB tasks. 

DISCUSSION

Same as other researchers [22, 28], we have found that despite 
marked social impairments, children with ASD act prosocially in 
response to the needs of others and may do so in situations 
that require different types of assistance. They have shown 
greater intensity of HB in an IHB situation than children of the 
comparison group. The possible reason behind this is the desire 
to restore order, which is inherent in children with ASD [29]. 
However, in the AHB and AEHB situations, children with ASD 
are less willing to help. For the participants of the study, the most 
difficult was the AEHB situation: while playing, the children had 
to evaluate what was happening, perceive the affectively colored 
non-verbal and verbal signals by the experimenter, provide him 
with emotional assistance or even share an attractive toy. In this 
situation, children with ASD not only exhibited less intense HB 
but also shown significant differences from the children of the 
comparison group in the EEG pattern. 

In situations requiring assistance (including the AEHB 
situation), normally developing children have shown EEG 
desynchronization in the frequency range of the mu rhythm 
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in the central and parietal leads. In children with ASD, such 
desynchronization was not registered in these situations. As 
was already noted, desynchronization of the mu rhythm is 
regarded as an indicator of the MNS activation [10, 11]. Thus, 
the absence of mu rhythm depression in children with ASD 
when solving the AEHB task may indicate a lower degree of 
activation of the MNS, which manifests in the most difficult 
social situation. The results, which show that the RI in the 
groups differ greatest in the AEHB situation, are consistent 
with the so-called integrated model [8], which is based on the 
modulation of responses of MNS nerve cells from the prefrontal 
cortex and other areas of the neocortex, depending on the 
context of the situation. 

Difficulties with switching attention in a complex social 
situation may also be the cause of the altered reactions of the 
MNS. According to some authors, children with autism have 
the functioning of the ventral attention module disrupted, which 
includes the temporo-parietal junction, the dorsal third of the 
superior temporal gyrus, and a number of areas of the ventral 
frontal cortex. This module is responsible for releasing attention 
and refocusing on the new, potentially important stimuli 
[2, 6]. In this regard, it can be assumed that the weak attention 
switching ability demonstrated by children with ASD (e.g., from 
focusing on their own game with an attractive toy to the actions 
and manifestations of emotions of another person) prevents 

adequate activation of the MNS, since the actions of another 
person are simply out of the child's focus. 

The results of this study indicate possible impairments in the 
functioning of the MNS and neocortical regions that modulate 
the activity of the system in children with ASD in difficult social 
situations that require altruistic and emotional HB. The identified 
features of the EEG-registered mu rhythm reactivity may be 
useful for the development of the new biofeedback session 
protocols designed to adjust the development of children with 
ASD. For such sessions, it seems promising to use a variety of 
feedback signals that have an emotional connotation and are 
included in the social context.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the study indicate that preschoolers diagnosed 
with ASD act prosocially in response to the needs of others 
in situations requiring different types of assistance. However, 
in complex social situations, they are less inclined to provide 
altruistic and emotional assistance. In such cases, children 
with ASD, in contrast to normally developing children, exhibit 
no desynchronization of the EEG-registered mu rhythm in the 
central and parietal leads. The identified features of behavior of 
children with ASD can be used in corrective work, including the 
EEG-enabled biofeedback sessions.
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